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About This Game

It was a strange set of circumstances that has brought wayfarer into the unknown place.
Everything was fine, until the wayfarer realized that there is nobody else around.

Maybe he just thought so? He should explore this place.
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Anti-Horror takes a mocking stand towards the horror genre by incorporating a lot of humor and horror clich\u00e9s. If you're
looking for a funny, short (+- 1h) and sometimes scary game; look no further.

Definitely worth the $2.. This is a great example of what the Steam Greenlight community is full of, liers looking for easy
money to be made. This game caught my interest when I saw that it had mostly positive reviews on it. Going to see what they
had said out of interest I've come to the realization that they were all fact positive reviews The "developer" of this trash is
putting in positive reviews for this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of a game to make more money. Games like this are
littered throughtout steam, game "developer" going out of their way to make a very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
game to make some easy money from by selling it for $1.99 but giving you a 15% off sale adding to a wopping $1.69 on sale.
This game is worth the equivalent of playing with razor blades. In fact I think you can have more fun with razor blades then this
game. So instead of buying this game, buy razor blades.. bip bip b*tch
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ioZa3KkedCM. https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ipvz-9FOVrU

Lets start with the pro's - the game certainly lives up to its title of Antihorror. In fact this game is a joke. And no, I'm not being
nasty here - its an attempt at a 'humerous paradoy' of the horror game genre.

Sadly between the ugly unity assets, the lack of english audio, and the fact the game is dark as night, the joke wears thin very
fast. The game just lacks the self awarness needed to pull this sort of parady off, and the 'jokes' are very much toilet humour
level.

So anyway, these two unity developers walk into a building - you think one of them would have seen it.... This game is
something that you need to experience...it's not necessarily good but it's not bad either...it just IS. If you're very confused, don't
worry that's normal.. Without a doubt the dumbest game I've ever played. I tried to give it some promise and chance by keeping
up with whatever the hell was going on, but it was just too damn lame for me to continue. I mean, I understand that the
developer(s) was going for a "spoof" styled game if you will, but jeez man, this shyt could've had a bit more effort put into it.
The buzzing sound made more sense to me than anything in the game, and even that was just pointless. I'm no video game
critiquer, but I had to let whoever reads this know how bad this is. Also, it most def isn't worth the price tag. It should've been
free.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4s4M-jini9s. legit the same game as The Note, which is also a terrible game.
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Not sure whats up with all the positive reviews hehe
This game should have been free. but its not.
I dont really know what to say, other than maybe, typical Russian Indie "Horror" game?
I cant really recommend it, its weird and bad.

quick look at first 10 min of gameplay.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/eukgmCYoAjM. From the trailer this game looked pretty promising, it's not. This game is another slapped
together unity cash grab. The game revolves around finding 7 notes, after some of which you are treated to a low-rent jokey"pop-
scare". It's not a serious game, it's aware that it is a joke, but unfotunately that is also what the "developer" thinks of you the
consumer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPHciJeTjOk. I can't believe there are positive reviews for this game. The game is god
awful. It's so bad I couldn't even put together a video for it. I stopped at 2\/7 notes found. The other 5 notes can go
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 themselves.. This game is something that you need to experience...it's not necessarily good but it's
not bad either...it just IS. If you're very confused, don't worry that's normal.. It's ♥♥♥♥i*g rusian.... what elese you need to
know...
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